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CITY OF LAKE OSWEGO 
Development Review Commission Minutes 

November 18, 2013 

 
CALL TO ORDER  
Chair Don Richards called the meeting to order at 7:00 p.m. in the Council Chambers of City Hall, 
380 A Avenue, Lake Oswego, Oregon. 
 
ROLL CALL 
Members present:  Chair Don Richards, Vice Chair Gregg Creighton, Brent Ahrend, Ann Johnson, 
and David Poulson.  Bob Needham and Frank Rossi were not present. 
   
Staff present: Hamid Pishvaie, Assistant Planning Director; Jessica Numanoglu, Senior Planner;  
Evan Boone, Deputy City Attorney; and Janice Reynolds, Administrative Support 
 
MINUTES 
None. 
 
FINDINGS 
None. 
 
PUBLIC HEARING 
LU 13-0042: The applicant is requesting approval of modification to several development permits 
(DR 8-75, DR 33-76 and DR 19-77) for an exterior remodel of all the existing buildings on the site.  
The site is located at: 215 Oswego Summit (including Buildings 1-25), Tax Lot 90000 of Tax Map 
1S 1E 32CD.  The hearing was continued from October 28, 2013, for deliberation by the 
Commissioners only.   
 
Chair Richards opened the hearing.   Ms. Johnson (retired housing program manager), Mr. Ahrend 
(traffic engineer), and Mr. Poulson (civil engineer) each declared her/his occupation and reported a 
site visit.  Vice Chair Creighton (architect) reported he had visited the site and listened to the audio 
record of the previous hearing.  Chair Richards (landscape architect/certified arborist) reported a 
site visit and an ex parte contact:  He served on the board of the Mountain Park Homeowners 
Association, which had reviewed letters from its Architectural Review Committee to the applicant 
(see the letters in Exhibit F-2).  No one present objected to any Commissioner’s right to hear the 
application.   
 
Staff Update [November 15, 2013 Staff Memorandum.] 
Ms. Numanoglu reported the Commission had received 19 letters from opponents during the 
period open for additional written testimony that ended on November 4.  Some of them had pointed 
out that windows had been omitted from their units.  It was not clear whether those windows were 
to be retained.  Although the applicant had then submitted a full set of new elevation drawings and 
photographs to correct the omissions and document the windows in their rebuttal testimony 
(Exhibits E-14 and F-2), there still appeared to be some omissions (on Building 10 for example).  
For that reason, staff was now recommending modifying condition A(1)(e) to require the applicant 
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to adequately document all the existing windows and submit photographs of all building elevations, 
including the sky bridges.  Staff also proposed a condition that no windows were to be covered 
over, except in cases where there were some very small windows that had existing window-
mounted AC units in them.  Staff is aware the applicant is providing the tenants a choice of 
replacing the AC units with another AC unit, a heat pump, another window, or covering the 
opening.  Because of the small size of these windows, staff finds that removing them would not 
affect compliance with the Building Design standard. 
 
Staff had identified another issue during the review of the revised elevations.  There was 
uncertainty as to whether the applicant proposed to remove the side walls of the decks on the Type 
I buildings.  Ms. Numanoglu pointed out on Exhibit E-3 that some existing decks  were half wrought 
iron railing and half panel walls, and the applicant had noted on the rear elevation that ‘Existing 
railings and walls are to be replaced with a glass panel railing system.’  Drawings in Exhibit E-14 
appeared to show that some walls of decks were proposed to be removed and some were going to 
be retained.  She noted there were some inconsistencies with walls on the existing buildings as 
well.  Clarification was needed.  Staff recommended a condition of approval that would assure that 
only the interior sidewalls of the decks on the end units were being removed and that all of the rest 
of the sidewalls on those decks would remain.  They would keep sidewalls in order to break up the 
large, monolithic, rectangular buildings, but allow the interior side walls to be removed because 
that would not have a big effect and because some existing buildings already appeared that way.  
Ms. Numanoglu clarified for Vice Chair Creighton that staff was recommending that the areas of 
roof that formed the outer edge of balconies on Building Types 2A, 2B and 3 (which had a 
distinctive angular roof design) should be retained.   
 
Ms. Numanoglu reported a procedural issue that written testimony that did not appear to be 
rebuttal testimony had been received after the record was closed to additional testimony (after 
November 4) and during the rebuttal period.  The applicant objected to including them in the record 
and staff concurred.  They were Exhibits G-137 and G-260 through G-265.  She confirmed staff 
found they were only making final arguments and not specifically rebutting testimony received 
between October 28 and November 4.  Mr. Boone advised if the Commissioners saw any new 
evidence in them they should not consider it in deliberations because the rebuttal period was 
supposed to be used to respond to what had been submitted between October 28 and November 
4.  Mr. Ahrend and Mr. Poulson agreed those exhibits should be excluded.  Mr. Ahrend related that 
he had read them all; he believed that new evidence (including some photographs) had been 
introduced that the applicant did not have a chance to rebut; and that the letter writers were 
offering final arguments instead of responding to evidence that had been submitted before the 
deadline of November 4.  Mr. Poulson recalled there was information in them that could easily be 
interpreted as new information. Mr. Ahrend said the only gray area was the one letter in support.  
The author did not specifically point to any of the opposition letters but was generally responding to 
some of the comments they brought up, which he thought had also been issues raised at the initial 
hearing.   
 
Mr. Ahrend moved to not consider Exhibits G-137 and G-260 through G-265

 

 because they were 
not rebuttal to any particular item submitted by the November 4, 2013 deadline.  Ms. Johnson 
seconded the motion and it passed 5:0.   

Deliberations 
Mr. Ahrend indicated he would be okay with the proposed glass railings in general, because there 
were glass railings on nearby structures, but not on the terraced buildings.  Chair Richards asked 
staff to clarify their recommendation in regard to the proposed glass railings on the sloped 
buildings that faced McNary Parkway.  Ms. Numanoglu said staff found that replacing the existing 
roof structures with glass railings would not be complementary in appearance to the structure they 
were on.  The change would be a significant modification to the existing architecture of that type of 
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building.  It would mean removing some very significant roof forms and leaving odd strips of roofing 
in different places. Vice Chair Creighton asked if the revised elevations were incorrect as they 
showed the glass railings going all the way across.  Ms. Numanoglu confirmed they were correct 
because that was what the applicant proposed to do.   
 
Mr. Ahrend noted there were only two different building types.  The ones on the west side were a 
different type.  He did not have any issue with having glass railings on those because it would be 
an acceptable design.     
 
Vice Chair Creighton observed the sloping roofs were visually dynamic and important to the 
architecture, but he asked where the stormwater was to go.  He recalled the applicant proposed 
the change to glass railings so they would have an open outlet to address ponding on the deck on 
that particular building type.  Chair Richards suggested there were other ways to handle runoff that 
might not change the overall design of the building so significantly that it was no longer 
complementary to the adjacent structures or that would change the façade.  He noted, however, 
that the Commission had not been presented with additional alternatives.  Mr. Ahrend thought he 
recalled a comment in one of the letters in opposition that they could rebuild it with a gap between 
the roof slope and the bottom of the deck for drainage.  Chair Richards agreed, but cautioned the 
Commissioners to remember they were considering the application as it had been presented.  
They could impose conditions of approval specific to those sorts of changes, but, personally, he 
would hesitate to do that because they were not engineers and it was not their job.   
 
Mr. Ahrend recalled for Ms. Johnson that staff was recommending retaining the existing railings or 
installing railings similar to the existing railings.  She asked if they would still be solid.  Vice Chair 
Creighton noted there were wrought iron railings on the site now that were not part of the 
architecture.  If they approved the glass they would be mixing those.   
 
Mr. Ahrend recalled that during his site visit he had seen a lot of units that had put up a glass or 
Plexiglas barrier, even where they had iron railings now.  He imagined it was to provide some 
additional shelter from rain and wind.  Some units had essentially added-on rooms in place of 
decks.  Ms. Johnson indicated she thought anything covering the decks would have to be removed 
as part of the proposed project.   Mr. Ahrend confirmed that and noted the applicant proposed to 
install new glass railings instead.   
 
Chair Richards observed there was a mix of building types.  Mr. Ahrend noted the recommended 
conditions specified that ‘The existing deck railings that are incorporated within the roof forms on 
Building Types 2A, 2B and 3 shall be maintained’.  In regard to Building Type 1 (which was 
Buildings 22-25) they specified the metal railings ‘shall be maintained or replaced as railings that 
are substantially similar to existing railings.’  Mr. Ahrend clarified he thought it would be okay to 
have glass railings on Type 1 buildings.  He indicated he understood that staff was concerned 
about the buildings which had sloped roofs, which were 2A, 2B and 3.   
 
Vice Chair Creighton asked staff to help them understand the building types.  Ms. Numanoglu 
clarified that Building Type I was large, rectangular and monolithic (Buildings 22-25). Building 
Types 2A and 2B were the cascading building types.  There were variations even between 2A and 
2B, but those were generally the ones that stepped down and had the prominent red, stepped, 
roofs with the decks integrated.  She confirmed for Vice Chair Creighton that Buildings 1-6 along 
McNary Parkway were Type 2 and that Type 1 was the much larger buildings with elevators.  Type 
2A and 2B were basically sloping roof buildings.  She clarified for Chair Richards that the staff did 
not recommend approving glass railings on either building type.  Mr. Ahrend said he would be okay 
with glass railings on Type I buildings because he had observed there were structures across 
McNary Parkway that had glass railings; and, he had observed that some of the units along 
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McNary had already installed glass behind or in front of the existing railings.  He referred them to a 
photograph and pointed out that someone had essentially converted their deck into another room.   
 
Vice Chair Creighton related that he had glass railings on his house and they were a low-
maintenance solution.  Birds had crashed into his windows, but not into the railings.  Ms. Johnson 
asked for clarification as to whether the applicant proposed to take the railings across the existing 
brass railings and all the way across where there were shingles and siding too.  Ms. Numanoglu 
confirmed that entire length would be glass railings and that the existing enclosures were 
supposed to be removed and would not be replaced.     
 
Vice Chair Creighton suggested the Commissioners discuss how they felt about the proposed 
gray, composition roofing.  Chair Richards reminded the Commissioners that the criteria provided 
that the design of buildings was to be complementary in appearance to adjacent structures of good 
design in regard to materials.  He noted whether the proposed roofing was complementary or not 
was a somewhat subjective decision.  He indicated he thought the proposed material looked very 
nice on a lot of the single-family residences in Mountain Park, but he was struggling with how it 
was going to be complementary compared to the roof tiles that were there now.  He thought the 
result would be a completely different look.  Vice Chair Creighton agreed.   
 
The Commissioners referred to the exhibits to examine how much of the roof panels and railings of 
the balconies would be visible. They discussed the example of Building 6 and focused on the rear 
elevation.  Ms. Johnson and Mr. Poulson noted if they did not change it to glass railings no one 
would see the metal railings because they would be behind the wall of the existing roof form.  Ms. 
Numanoglu confirmed that was the staff’s recommendation.  Chair Richards noted that the 
applicant proposed to remove the sloping roof and create a flat front there.  Mr. Ahrend noted there 
was no diagram that showed the roof staying and the proposed color schemes.  Chair Richards 
indicated there was none because that was not what was being proposed.   
 
Vice Chair Creighton referred the Commissioners to Exhibit E-3, Drawing E2.2 on page 5 of the 
staff report where there was a photograph labeled ‘Typical Back Elevation Building Type 2B.’  He 
commented that he was struck by the very dramatic textures created by the siding and roofing.   
 
Chair Richards asked Mr. Boone if the Commission could approve the application with staff’s 
recommended conditions and also impose some of the Commissioners’ own conditions.  Mr. 
Boone advised they could.  They could talk about what they essentially wanted it to be and then 
ask the applicant if they would ask for a continuance to modify their application to conform to that.  
However, at some point the Commissioners would be getting into redesigning the project.  He 
advised that only the applicant could decide if they wanted to modify and come back before the 
Commission.  Chair Richards cautioned the Commissioners against trying to redesign what was 
proposed.  He said their charge was not to create the design; solve all of the structural problems; 
or deal with internal homeowners association issues.  It was strictly to decide based on what had 
been presented by comparing it to the criteria that called for building design to be complementary 
in appearance to adjacent structures of good design with regard to materials…’  Ms. Numanoglu 
advised there was also another applicable criterion that called for the design elements such as 
decks, railings, doors, lights and windows to be complementary in appearance to those buildings or 
structures upon which they were associated.   
 
Mr. Poulson said he thought everything in this application hinged on how they each interpreted the 
word ‘complementary.’  In listening to the discussion and reading the staff report, it seemed like 
there was almost an assumption that ‘complementary’ meant ‘consistent with’  the adjacent 
buildings of good design.  However, he did not interpret it that way.  Vice Chair Creighton asked if it 
referred to structures adjacent to the site or structures/neighbors on the site.  Chair Richards noted 
it was subjective and open to interpretation.  He asked if it was talking about other nearby 
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condominiums, nearby single-family structures, or the church across the street.  Mr. Poulson 
pointed out that Exhibit G-258 was a letter from Gino Pieretti (page 119).  Mr. Pieretti‘s letter cited 
the court ruling in the case, McNulty v. City of Lake Oswego (LUBA case 633089), which 
supported the meaning of ‘complementary’ the City Council had adopted, which was:  
 

Complementary: That the visual aspects of a building or structural elements complete 
the visual image of the universe being considered in an aesthetically pleasing way. 

 
Mr. Poulson then suggested the ‘visual image of the universe being considered’ was the entire 
neighborhood.  If all the roofing and siding was replaced by something that was consistent with the 
rest of the neighborhood it seemed to him that was taking away the diversity and the visual 
appearance of the neighborhood.  He did not think that complemented the neighborhood.  He 
thought the neighborhood was complemented by different ages of structures and different 
architectural styles of structures, as it was today.  For that reason he tended to think maintaining 
the existing shingles and roofs as they were was a good way to complement the universe up there 
in Mountain Park.  He said he was looking at it in that simple way without regard to the physical 
problems it had experienced over the years.  He did not think it was within the Commission’s 
purview to say it was the lack of maintenance over the years that had caused this problem; or 
whether the proposed solution was the most elegant way to fix the maintenance problems.  It was 
simply to make an interpretation of what they thought was complementary.  His interpretation was 
that the applicant’s proposal was not complementary with adjacent buildings of good design.  He 
said he would rather see them try to maintain the current design and preserve the universe as it 
currently exists.   
 
Vice Chair Creighton commented that he found the architect’s renderings were very static while the 
buildings he saw in the field were very dynamic.  He said he could totally understand why the 
neighbors felt the entire character of their buildings was going to be changed and he thought they 
were correct.  Mr. Ahrend agreed the buildings of the entire condominium area would change.  He 
noted the Commission had to apply the criteria to what was proposed.  He indicated he thought the 
buildings looked like what Mountain Park looked like when they were constructed, but things had 
changed and today the buildings around them were different.  He suggested the question was 
whether what they were proposed to become was complementary to what was there.  He agreed 
that did not mean they had to be similar to the other buildings – they could be different.  But it had 
to work together in an aesthetically pleasing way.  He said that was his interpretation.   
 
Mr. Poulson again referred to Mr. Pieretti’s letter, which cited the Webster’s Unabridged Dictionary 
(2nd Edition) definition of ‘aesthetic’ as ‘Pertaining to a sense of beauty, having a sense of the 
beautiful.’  He noted ‘sense of the beautiful’ was ambiguous and nebulous.  He concluded the code 
was wide open for their interpretation. 
 
Mr. Ahrend referred to recommended condition A(1)(e) in the November 15 Staff Memorandum:   
 

e. Submit photographs of all building elevations, including sky bridges, to clearly 
document all existing windows and decks on each of the buildings. No existing 
windows shall be covered over with siding except where window-mounted air 
conditioning units or similar features are to be removed or modified. 

 
He suggested they change it to specify that the applicant had to document ‘all existing windows, 
doors and decks’ in order to capture all the doors as well.   
 
Vice Chair Creighton observed the roof texture and color was very dramatic on the existing 
buildings.  He advised they did not see much red tile anymore because it was a tough material to 
maintain in this climate.  It was porous and not walkable.  He asked if the Commissioners recalled 
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the testimony that the applicant had investigated other products that might not be made out of 
concrete tile and if any of the homeowners had said they were only presented with one choice.  
Chair Richards recalled the applicant had specified Presidential architectural style asphalt shingles.  
Mr. Poulson recalled there had been some discussion about the thickness of the asphalt shingle.  
Chair Richards and Ms. Johnson recalled that cost seemed to be the biggest factor.  Chair 
Richards and Vice Chair Creighton recalled that other places with wet climates had a lot of tile 
roofs.  In Japan they used ceramic tile, which would be available in the U.S.   
 
Mr. Poulson commented that what was really going on was that the original design had some 
fundamental flaws in it that allowed water to penetrate behind the tiles where there was a change 
in materials.  He related his experience was that once dry rot got in there it was going to run down.  
To access and repair the dry rot could not be done piecemeal. They have to take it all off.  The cost 
of preserving the original cedar shake siding and the tiles and putting them back after the dry rot 
had been fixed was just not economical.  He acknowledged that was not relevant to a 
Commission’s decision.  Chair Richards agreed.  He recalled hearing the statement that it could 
not be done piecemeal. However, he could recall many projects that were phased over time.  Mr. 
Poulson recalled the record showed they had emergency repair after emergency repair, but it 
looked like they often did not follow through when they repaired in order to discover the intrinsic 
problem that they were fixing.  They just put a band aide on it and walked away.  That never fixed it 
and it had created a deferred maintenance problem over the years.  Now they were faced with a 
huge problem.     
 
Chair Richards then asked the Commissioners to consider the proposed lap siding and color 
blocking.  Mr. Ahrend said from a distance it was hard to tell there was cedar siding on Building 
Type I.  From far enough away it looked like lap siding.  It was all one color.  He said he thought 
going to different colors would help break up the size of the building.  In general he was okay with 
the proposed color schemes; however, he understood the issue with the red color and that would 
be the only one he would question.   
 
Chair Richards asked if the proposed siding was a reasonable approach to meet the criteria.  Mr. 
Ahrend affirmed that but another Commissioner indicated he did not think so.  Chair Richards 
recalled seeing other potential options around the City including Craftsman style lap siding that 
was a more contemporary looking replacement for natural cedar shingles and had a slightly waived 
edge so it appeared a little bit more natural.  The proposed fix was not the only fix.  However, he 
agreed with Mr. Ahrend that in order to require something else they would have to decide that what 
was proposed did not meet the criteria.  Ms. Johnson indicated she thought the colors were not 
attractive, but the majority of the Association had voted that was what they wanted, so the 
Commission could not say they could not have it.   
 
Vice Chair Creighton then related that he agreed with the statement in Mr. Pieretti ’s letter (page 
120): on how ‘complementary’ was defined; and, that replacement of the shingles with horizontal 
siding would significantly affect the quality and character of the design. Vice Chair Creighton 
indicated that he thought they were preserving the architecture and the shingles were part of the 
architecture.  He indicated he would like to see all shingles, or more shingles, or accent shingles.    
 
Mr. Ahrend moved to approve LU 13-0042

 

 with the following changes to the conditions of 
approval: 

A(1)(c):  Strike the first sentence in order to allow the glass railings, as follows:   
c.  The metal railings on Building Type 1 (Buildings 22-25) shall be maintained or replaced 

with railings that are substantially similar to the existing railings. Only the interior side 
walls of the decks on either end of the rear elevation of Buildings 22-25 may be 
removed and replaced with railings.  
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A(1)(d):  Add the following language (underlined): 
d.  The existing deck railings that are incorporated within the roof forms on Building Types 

2A, 2B and 3 shall be maintained or replaced with similar form
Mr. Ahrend explained that if they wanted to build it to have a gap between the roof structure 
and the deck they would be able to do that as opposed to keeping the existing structure.   

. 

A(1)(e):  Add the word ‘doors’:   
e.  Submit photographs of all building elevations, including sky bridges, to clearly document 

all existing windows, doors

The motion failed for lack of a second.   

 and decks on each of the buildings. No existing windows 
shall be covered over with siding except where window-mounted air conditioning units 
or similar features are to be removed or modified 

 
Mr. Poulson moved to deny LU 13-0042
Mr. Poulson explained that he would like to see another proposal from the applicant which did 
more to address preservation of the intent and nature of the existing structure and preserved the 
siding and roofing as it was originally intended and designed.  The voted was conducted and the 
motion passed 3:2.  Mr. Ahrend and Ms. Johnson voted no.  Mr. Boone announced the final vote 
would be conducted on December 2, 2013, at 6 p.m. 

.  Vice Chair Creighton seconded the motion. 

 
GENERAL PLANNING AND OTHER BUSINESS 
None. 
 
ADJOURNMENT 
There being no other business Chair Richards adjourned the meeting at approximately 8:00 p.m. 
 

Respectfully submitted, 
 
Janice Reynolds /s/ 
 
Janice Reynolds 
Administrative Support 

 
 


